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during the past two years there seems to have been an increase
in anti mormon activities with the creation of such new groups as
the ex mormonscormons for jesus whether there are actually more partic-
ipants or whether they are simply more vocal is an interesting ques-
tion that needs some research both in regard to the amount of mate-
rial and the reasons for its publication regardless the presence and
sources of the anti mormon material should be recognized

the study of anti mormon material has always been a contrib-
utive part to the study of mormonism from the earliest pamphlet
alexander campbellsCampb elPs delusions boston benjamin H greene
1832 and book E D howes mormonism unavailedunvailed sic paines
ville ohio 1834 to some of the current material the student of
mormon history cannot simply ignore these publications to fully
understand the whole experience of nauvoo one must be acquaint-
ed with john C bennetts the history of the saints new york
bradbury soden & co 1842 one ought also see T B H sten
houses the rocky mountain saints new york appleton & co
1873 for early utah history and frank J cannons under the prophet
in utah boston C M clarkdarkoark publishing co 1911 for later nine
teenthsteenth century history

much less consideration need be given to those books seemingly
written to accompany such anti mormon lectures as increase mcgee
and maria van dessensdeusensDeusens expose of the temple rites inin the mormon
endowmentendowEndomment syracuse NY lathrop 1847 which went through
twenty three editions under such titles as A dialogue between adam
and eve the sublimesuhlime and ridiculous blended startling disclosures of the
great mormon conspiracy spiritual delusions maria wards female
life among the cormonsmormons london C H clarke 1855 printed in
thirteen english editions under several titles and published in at least
four other languages and of course the most famous ann eliza
youngs wife no 19 hartford conn dusdindustin gilman and co
1875
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of no historical importance are those written from secondary
sources for the express purpose of exposing mormonism such as

lu B cakes peepstonejoe and the peck manuscript new york 1899
M W montgomerys the mormon delusion boston congregational
sunday school and publishing house cl890c1890 W wylsayls pseudpseudo of
wilhelm ritter von Wywymetalmetall joseph smith salt lake city 1886
and william jarmans USA uncle sams abscess or hell upon the
earth exeter england printed at H leducsleduca steam printing
works 1884

currently antiandantl mormon writers belong to two general groups
dissident mormonscormonsMormons and non mormonscormons who feel a need to save mor
mons from themselves

the dissident group is most notably represented by jerald and
sandra tanner whose voluminous publications for over a decade in-
clude a periodical the salt lake city messenger A bibliography pub-
lished in 1970 of their work lists 120 titles published by their press
modemmodern microfilm co with a large percentage of them written or
edited by the tanners of less importance are the materials being
produced by the ex mormonscormons for jesus these organizations some
of whose credentials are false and others questionable exist in at least
four locations they publish some pamphlets but are more interested
in making cassette tapes to be used in anti mormon lectures also
publishing fairly regularly are the fundamentalists who perceive the
granting of the priesthood to blacks as the final step in the churchschurche
apostasy and who have revived the adam god controversy still
other dissidents publish independently chiefly purloined documents
surreptitiously taken from various libraries which supposedly show
that mormonism is either a fallen church or never was true

the non mormon group consists of ministers and members of
other churches who view mormonism as a threat to christianity
the most important persons in this group are wesley walters and
walter martin the latter is a professional lecturer while the former
has done some writing about joseph smith it was rev walters
with chris vlachos who had the infamous interview with legrand

richards in which he carefully set him up and taped the conversa-
tion without elder richardssRichardrichardsss knowledge in addition there is the
ever present utah christian mission which publishes small pam-
phlets chiefly at general conference time

it may appear that there is an increase in anti mormon writers
but as one looks at the history of anti mormon writing one sees
that this situation has been the same throughout the history of mor
mons with publications by dissidents and other churches
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As in the past mormon americana vol 19 1978 has been used
for the compilation of the mormon bibliography
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